
While traveling around Lake Superior in the 1850s, German explorer Johann Georg Kohl met many retired and elderly French Canadian voyageurs and their Aboriginal wives and families. A constant theme in his discussions with them was privation. One old voyageur reflected that “In my utter misery, I have more than once roasted and eaten my mocassins.”

Stories about starvation often led to stories about cannibals, such as that of a man who killed and ate his two wives and all his children in succession; another who turned on his friend; and a third who wandered about the forests like a hungry wolf, preying on unsuspecting humans. Much as in the stories of werewolves in European and Euro-American communities, cannibals were frequently portrayed as humans transformed into monsters, terrorizing any that crossed their paths. Kohl reported that in 1854 on Île Royale, close to the north bank of Lake Superior, a “wild man” hunted humans, and was thought to be a windigo. Windigos were specifically Algonquian monsters who ate human flesh and had hearts of ice. Human beings could be transformed into windigos by witchcraft or famine cannibalism. In one story told to Kohl,

A Canadian Voyageur, of the name of Le Riche, was once busy fishing near his hut. He had set one net, and was making another on the beach. All at once, when he looked up, he saw, to his terror, a strange woman, an old witch, une femme windigo, standing in the water near his net. She was taking out the fish he had just caught, and eating them raw. Le Riche, to his horror, took up his gun and killed her on the spot. Then his squaws ran out of the adjoining wigwam and shouted '[R]ish!' ... '[R]ish! cut her up at once, or else she'll come to life again, and we shall all fare ill.'
What can we learn from these stories? On first glance it seems that the French Canadian voyageurs who chose to spend their lives in the *pays d’en haut* (literally translates as “the country up there”) adopted the cultural ways of their Algonquian wives and kin, which included a fear of windigos. Yet the stories reflect more complex cultural movement, a mingling of cosmologies, and oral technologies, distinct to French Canadian voyageurs. The cannibal monster stories that voyageurs told each other reveal many aspects of their lives and cosmology, such as starvation, mental illness, and metamorphosis. In addition, the French Canadian belief in werewolves (*loups garoux*) provided voyageurs with a framework to understand windigos in French Canadian terms, and in the narratives about cannibal monsters, the motifs of windigo and werewolf mingled. These points of cultural conjunction became a form of métissage outside of the practice of marriage and the birth of métis generations.

French Canadian voyageurs came from an oral world where systems of knowledge and meaning were shared through stories and songs. When French peasants crossed the Atlantic to settle in the St. Lawrence valley starting in the first quarter of the seventeenth century, they brought a rich oral tradition. This oral tradition evolved among the peasants, called *habitants*, in Canada and came to reflect a distinct French Canadian identity. When habitant families could not comfortably subsist on their crops, their sons joined the fur trade as indentured servants to raise money for the household. These voyageurs traveled great distances into the interior of North America, transporting furs and goods between Montreal and far-flung posts, and trading with many different groups of Aboriginal peoples. While working in the *pays d’en haut*, voyageurs’ identities became shaped by their French Canadian roots, their Aboriginal neighbors, and the circumstances of their workplace. From about the 1720s to the 1860s, numbers of voyageurs grew to a few thousand at any one time. Part of this labor-force was hired to work
year-round, staffing company posts and trading with Aboriginal peoples. The group of all-male sojourners were labeled as “travelers” because they were constantly in motion, leaving and entering the service, being posted to different forts, and transporting trade goods over vast distances. Only through ritual and oral performance could voyageurs maintain their knowledge base and identity, teaching novices and commemorating those that died or left the service.  

During their travels voyageurs encountered many oral cultures in which people used means other than inscribed symbols to preserve and share knowledge. Voyageurs were influenced by Aboriginal oral traditions primarily when they learned parts of Aboriginal languages and cultural systems. Voyageurs associated closely with Algonquian-speaking peoples. These included Montagnais (Innu) and Naskapis who lived north of the St. Lawrence valley; Ojibwes who lived along the most traveled fur trade routes; Ottawas, Menominees, Foxes, Sauks, and Potawatomis living in the southern part of the Great Lakes basin; and Crees living in the woodlands to the north. Farther north they met subarctic and arctic groups (Dene and Inuit), and to the south they encountered Siouian-speaking peoples, such as Assiniboines and Lakotas.

Stories and songs dominated voyageurs’ discourse. When clerk George Nelson first entered the fur trade in the early 1800s, he reported that voyageurs told “legends, stories & tales of adventures, accidents & miracles” about most aspects of fur trade work, especially transporting ladings through difficult and dangerous rapids and portages. According to Kohl, voyageurs delighted in stories and songs as much as Ojibwes. Retired fur trader Paul H. Beaulieu reminisced that “winter evenings were spent in forming plans of various and different trips to be made, talking of old Supernatural beliefs, how to manage in the divers situations that a voyageur may be placed.” Bruce White has explored one type of tale that appeared often in fur
trade documents: a lone fur trader confronted by a large group of Aboriginal people intending to steal his provisions scares them off by threatening to explode a keg of gun powder. White contends that the “fear of pillaging” motif warned traders to be fair and honest in their dealings with Aboriginal people.  

The most difficult methodological challenge in writing about the oral tradition of voyageurs is evidence. Voyageur stories and songs are difficult to find mainly because their culture and oral tradition has not survived to the present day. Of course this is also the case for most Aboriginal oral traditions in North America, but unfortunately, unlike many Aboriginal groups, voyageurs did not become a favorite subject of early anthropologists, such as Franz Boas and his students, or the subject of urgent ethnology programs. The occupation began to decline in the 1820s, and disappeared by 1900. Most of the men returned to the St. Lawrence valley or settled in métis communities around the Great Lakes, in the Red River colony, and along fur trade canoe routes. Voyageurs themselves produced virtually no written accounts. Only distorted fragments of oral documents have survived in the writings of the primarily British fur trade officers and other European and American explorers passing through the fur trade world. Some, like Kohl, took a great interest in voyageurs and recorded long excerpts of their speech. Others took only a brief interest, mentioning clues in passing. Although these fragments can help to uncover patterns and illuminate a larger cultural context, they have many layers of interpretation, depending on how they were embedded in the written text. They were colored by class bias, translated from their original language, and torn from their context of performance. Some of the stories can be found in Algonquian and métis oral traditions, translated and recorded both recently and in the distant past. These fragmented remains are the only accessible clues to voyageur oral tradition.
This paper will sketch out patterns in stories about cannibal monsters. Voyageur renditions of monster stories were a cultural product that both reflected and constructed their beliefs and values. Narratives that contained the motif of cannibal monsters represented many themes in voyageur culture and cosmology. I will look at privation in voyageurs’ jobs, starvation and starvation cannibalism, the boundaries between humans and animals, mental illness, fascination with the supernatural, dreaming, and the process of metamorphosis. Cannibal monster stories provided a discourse in which voyageurs could express the physical privations caused by their extensive travels across difficult terrain and their psychological stress when encountering so many new and different Aboriginal worlds. The stories represent issues that were central in voyageurs’ experiences.

Stories about cannibal monsters provided an intriguing point of cultural conjunction between French Canadians and Algonquian-speakers. Both cannibalism and monsters were abiding discourses in most Aboriginal and European cultures, and had a range of symbolic associations that were both sacred and secular. In *The Anthropology of Cannibalism*, Laurence R. Goldman aptly conjectures that every culture’s consciousness of cannibalism blurs the boundaries between the historical and the fabled. A variety of cannibal monsters existed in both Aboriginal and European imaginations. Among Algonquian-speakers, Skeletons (Pākahks or Pākahkos) were also human victims of starvation. Louis Bird, a Cree hunter from Peawanuck on the southwest coast of Hudson Bay, has been collecting stories from his region for over thirty years. In his rich archive, frightening and mysterious tales of great balls of fire and little people abound, but windigos dominate the genre of peril. In Europe, vampires were only one of many widely feared monstrous races that had a great and enduring impact on the European literary and folkloric imagination. Frank Lestringant asserts that mythological creatures, such as
Cynocephali (dog-headed cannibals) and Cyclops, “passed almost without alteration from Pliny and Solinus to St Augustine and thence into Isidore of Seville’s *Etymologiae*. … Isidore’s list of monstrous races continues with the Blemmyes, the Panoti (‘all-ears’), the Artabites, the Satyres and cloven-footed Faunes, the Sciopodes, the Antipodes, the light-footed Hippopodes, the legendarily long-lived Macrobès and the Pygmies…” Europeans were also influenced by cannibalistic images woven into the descriptions of the Americas by travel writers such as Christopher Columbus, André Thevet, Jean de Léry, and Jean de Brébeuf, and these writers relied upon the existing European categorizations of cannibals. In his extensive study of European literary representations of cannibals, Lestringant strangely neglects werewolves, even though he dwells on cannibals’ canine etymology. But, what he says about monstrous races is applicable to werewolves: monstrous races assumed a primordial role in European literature, playing “both foil and bogeyman, by turns as immovable enemy and – more frightening still – an alter ego.”

Monstrous races were certainly a dominant theme in French Canadian folklore, but stories about humans turning into cannibals most often concern werewolves. It would be interesting to explore the questions of whether class influenced the popularity of certain tales, and whether colonists told tales of wild beasts because they were preoccupied with the “wilderness” surrounding them, but these questions are beyond the scope of this article. Here I focus specifically on stories about windigos and werewolves for two reasons. Voyageurs’ tales of cannibal monsters most closely connect to stories about werewolves, and second, there was a genuine cultural mingling in the meeting of these two sets of stories. Werewolf stories provided a framework for voyageurs to understand windigos.
Werewolves have a long history in European folk cultures. The word werewolf appears in published sources as early as eleventh century, but Charlotte F. Otten suggests that clear roots are found in classical times and Biblical Scriptures, such as Christ's Sermon on the Mount: "Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves" (Matt. 7: 15, AV); and in Paul's address to the Ephesians: "For I know this, that after my departing shall grievous wolves enter in among you, not sparing the flock" (Acts 20:21 AV).

From very early times the condition of a human becoming a wolf was connected with Satan, and the term werewolf became associated with evil and crime. In contrast, the term lycanthrope, which emerged in the early modern period, referred to humans cum wolves as a medical condition.25 Both men and women could be afflicted either by witchcraft or other werewolves. On the nights of the full moon, the afflicted would transform from humans into wolves or wolf-headed beasts. With supernatural power they hunted for meat, including human meat. When the night was over, they changed back to their human forms. Certainly wolf attacks on domestic animals and children constituted significant material concerns, but the fear of wolves always loomed large in fantasy. Medieval literatures of entertainment, including songs and stories, contained extensive collections of marvels, highlighting the motif of fluidity and transformation. Lycanthropy, or the change of men into wolves, was a favorite. Werewolves were most often portrayed as evil monsters. According to historian Caroline Walker Bynum, however, during the twelfth century a “werewolf renaissance” led people to sympathize with the monsters, and see them as victims of the evil magic of others.26 Throughout European history, lycanthropy was characterized by five conditions. The first was an altered state of consciousness, such as the transformation into the fur, voice, and posture of a wolf. Second was the alienation from self and from human society; werewolves frequented cemeteries, woods, and isolated areas.
The third was acute physiological stress and anxiety. The fourth was a taste for bestial compulsions, such as wolvish sexual positions, and an appetite for raw flesh. The fifth was an obsession with the demonic, such as the evil eye, invasion of the body by the devil, and Satanism.\textsuperscript{27}

These stories traveled with immigrants to the New World, and became a part of the oral tradition of French Canadian habitants in the St. Lawrence valley. The \textit{loup-garou} was connected with evil spirits, as those who were not diligent and faithful Catholics were thought to be susceptible to the travesty of transformation.\textsuperscript{28} Voyageurs brought these stories of monsters and metamorphosis with them into the interior of the continent. Perhaps werewolf stories became popular among voyageurs because wolves were thought to be more numerous in the \textit{pays d’en haut} than in the dense settlements along the St. Lawrence. A general fear of wolves was widespread. Bourgeois\textsuperscript{29} Alexander Henry the Younger commented one November night in 1800 that his French Canadian servants became very afraid of troublesome wolves that ceaselessly howled and tried to enter the tent. The Canadians believed the wolves to be mad.\textsuperscript{30} One clerk with a particularly vivid imagination, George Nelson, was haunted by the fear of “man-wol[ves],” believing that because so many people had been attacked by the monsters, he could not avoid that fate.\textsuperscript{31}

Perhaps werewolf stories remained popular among voyageurs living for long periods of time in the northwest precisely because they were similar to windigo stories. Windigos have a long history among Algonquian-speaking peoples in North America. The term windigo referred to the singular evil spirit, as well as to mortal monsters transformed from humans. A person could be turned into a windigo through possession, witchcraft or through extreme starvation, and the condition was usually irreversible. Some powerful medicine men could transform themselves
into windigos for short periods of time. Others could become windigos through misbehavior, such as gluttony or excessive fasting in preparation for visions. The new windigos would be subject to fits of depression and hallucination, viewing other people as sources of food. Once a victim tasted human flesh, they gained an insatiable appetite for it, acquired superhuman physical and spiritual strength, developed a heart of ice, and incessantly hunted humans. Many scholars have defined a “windigo psychosis” as a mental disorder that is linked to depression, especially during times when the hunt was bad, or animal numbers began diminishing during the fur trade. Others have argued that it was the result of a physiologic disorder, and that fatty meat could be a cure. Richard Preston suggests that windigos are the most frightening monster in Algonquian cultures, and can be considered an Algonquian equivalent of the Christian Satan. Preston further complicates windigos by arguing that they may not necessarily be cannibals, and in fact, windigos represent transformation into the domain of mythic persons. The etymology of “windigo” has connections to “owl.” The descendant terms of “wiintikoowa” denote either monsters (in the languages of Cree Montagnais and Ojibwe, located in northern regions) or owls (in the languages of Fox, Sauk, Kickapoo, Miami and Illinois, located around the Great Lakes). In Plains Cree culture owls are bad omens. Robert Brightman explains that in most Algonquian cultures, owl calls prefigure death; owls, like windigos, are formidable predators; and that the staring of an owl is similar to the impassive staring of a windigo.

Windigos were culturally specific, occurring only among Algonquian-speakers in northern North America. Beings like windigos, however, could be found among most northern Aboriginal groups, such as the Wechuge among Beavers, man-eaters among Kwakiutls, cannibals among Tsimshians, giants among Ho-Chunks, and human-eating ghosts among Tuscaroras. Comparisons could be extended southwards to Stoneclads among Cherokees.
These figures were social outcasts, living outside of human communities. Frequently they did not eat their food, and sometimes they were cannibals. These “bogeyman for adults” became a way to scare adults into continuing to participate in human society and following social rules to ensure their safety.

Windigos and werewolves were clearly different social phenomena. Windigos were defined primarily by cannibalistic urges, while werewolves were said to crave animals as much as humans. Werewolves were characterized mainly by physical traits, while windigos were characterized more by their behavior (notwithstanding their hearts of ice and occasional gigantic stature). Unlike werewolves, windigos rarely returned to their original human state. Yet, stories of werewolves and windigos contained the themes of transformation, magic and cannibalism. Both windigos and werewolves were distinguished from other phantoms, monsters and evil-doing because they involved a transformation (and consumption) of human flesh. Beliefs in each monster ranged from metempsychosis, that of a human soul trapped in an alien body, to a genuine metamorphosis, or “transformation of substance.” As early as 1695, in one French dictionary of an Algonquian language (Bonaventure Fabvre’s Montagnais dictionary), the term for windigo was glossed as “loups garoux” (werewolves). These similarities became a point of cultural conjunction for Algonquian-speakers and Europeans.

European observers were clearly influenced by concepts of savagism and wildness among people they perceived to be primitive. Cannibalism and western imperialism have been inextricably linked in western writing, as cannibalism became a defining characteristic of supposedly uncivilized non-Europeans, and a lens through which to view indigenous peoples. In *The Anthropology of Cannibalism*, Goldman explains that:
Michel de Montaigne’s Renaissance essai “Of Cannibals” has long been regarded within anthropology as a locus classicus of how in the representation of otherness, and most particularly the “exotic,” we need to decenter ourselves from our own culturally shaped morality. … Cannibalism is here, as it always has been, a quintessential symbol of alterity, an entrenched metaphor of cultural xenophobia.44 Euro-American descriptions of the “animal-ness” and “monstrousness” of Aboriginal peoples have been extensively documented by historians, anthropologists and literary critics.45 But scholars have debated the forms of transcultural representation. In an anthropological reading of Sir Walter Ralegh’s The Discoverie of the Large, Rich, And Bewtiful Empyre of Guiana, Neil Whitehead asserts that colonial encounters could produce symbiotic, mimetic and negotiated meanings. Defining mimesis as “the active attempt to seek convergences in meanings and the conscious incorporation of symbolic similarities in cultural repertoire,” Whitehead argues that recognitions of commonalities across cultures were frequently produced in writings about “montrosities and marvels.”46 This may be the pattern with windigos and werewolves. Voyageurs could access cultural similarities of Algonquian-speaking peoples through monster stories. In this case of cross cultural encounter between French Canadian indentured servants in the fur trade and the Algonquian-speaking communities with whom they traded, cannibalism was not a symbol of alterity, but rather one of sameness.

Studies of colonial writings of difference generally neglect class and social orders among Europeans. Did colonial officials, missionaries, merchants, and ethnographers, men with power and privilege, hold the same views as "voiceless" Euro-Americans, such as voyageurs? As indentured servants, voyageurs were legally and culturally bound to obey their paternalistic masters, and did not directly participate in the intellectual world of the European literati.47 Yet,
their cerebral oral traditions intersected with higher orders of monstrous imaginings. Some voyageurs may have told windigo stories because they thought of Aboriginal people as “man-beasts,” but the longer voyageurs lived among Aboriginal peoples, the more they recognized Aboriginal peoples’ “human-ness” and came to be influenced by their cultural beliefs. Stories of cannibal monsters more often expressed the blurring of boundaries between animals and humans than they portrayed alien peoples as beasts. Most Algonquian thought clearly distinguished animals from humans, and recognized that each species had a distinct character and form of community. In the mythic past humans and animals could communicate with ease, but in the contemporary world, communication between animals and humans has been hampered. In Algonquian oral tradition, metamorphosis between humans and animals occurred often. Some myths asserted that beavers and bears cohabited and had children with humans, and their animal descendants recognized a human ancestry.  

Stories about cannibal monsters could represent a literal as well as a figurative mixing of motifs between voyageurs and Aboriginal peoples. In voyageur stories, both Euro-Americans and Aboriginal peoples could turn into cannibal monsters. Euro-Americans could also be victims of windigos. In the early 1840s, British scientist and surveyor John Henry Lefroy recorded in a “country legend” that two Scottish bourgeois in the Athabasca district were attacked and devoured by some starving Aboriginal women, who had previously murdered their husbands and children in the same way. Because these windigos were Aboriginal, this story could be interpreted as an example of Europeans demonizing Aboriginal people as the other, yet the more interesting point is that Europeans could fall victim to Aboriginal classifications of demons. Fear, murder, magic and transformation could cross cultures, and the stories provided a forum for a shared dialogue on starvation.
Voyageurs’ jobs were unquestionably difficult, requiring great physical exertion and endurance in dangerous circumstances. Shortages of food, damaged canoes, illnesses and injuries made their difficult jobs even harder. Stories of particularly trying circumstances helped voyageurs learn about potential dangers, prepare for the worst, and put their misery into a larger perspective.

While at Fort Astoria in January 1812, Gabriel Franchère related a story of hardships suffered by two canoes of Euro-American traders, including the bourgeois Donald McKenzie and Robert McClellan, clerk John Reed, and eight voyageurs. The group began their journey on the Missouri River in the spring of 1811, and by the beginning of August started across the mountains. Wishing to avoid the Blackfeet, they took a southern detour. Some of the party decided to return east. Those who continued on towards the Columbia encountered many rapids and waterfalls. Some of the canoes overturned, one man drowned, and part of their baggage was lost. They abandoned their canoes, cached excess baggage, divided into four parties, and followed the stream on foot, two groups on one side and two groups on the other. For twenty days they found nothing to eat and steep rocks prevented them descending to the water to drink. Their dogs died of thirst. Some men began to drink their urine. All ate roasted beaver skins to stave off their hunger, and they even resorted to eating their own moccasins. Those on the south bank suffered less because some Aboriginal people helped the group kill their horses for food. Those on the north side encountered an American in even worse condition than them. He was “derranged” and starving, and had been wandering for three years after his trading party was killed by the Blackfeet. He had stayed alive through the charity of Snake people.50
Tales about these kinds of trials circulated widely. Securing food was a central preoccupation of voyageurs and the fear of starvation was almost constant. Dementia often accompanied hunger, and was an additional threat to survival. Voyageurs also learned from stories that Aboriginal people were frequent saviors to the starving. Eating one’s moccasins became a leitmotif, appearing frequently in any fur trade tale about starvation. It was also common in Algonquian stories. 51

A famous case featuring starvation and mental illness described by Nelson occurred in 1809 at Grand Rapid, where the Saskatchewan River flows into Lake Winnipeg. The manager of the post, John Duncan Campbell, had lapsed into an alcoholic haze, and had left his men without food, trade goods or leadership. The post disintegrated into apathy and despair, and the voyageurs that did not desert began to starve. When Nelson’s party arrived at the fort in 1809, they found a voyageur named Baudry who was close to death. Nelson provides a vivid description of the mental illness that could accompany starvation. Baudry did not respond to greetings, and upon closer inspection, he seemed to have lost his faculties of reason. He babbled to himself, but his voice was hoarse and his speech slow. He was filthy and he smelled terrible. His hair and beard were full of leaves, fish scales, ashes, spittle of tobacco, and frozen in icicles. His fixed eyes emitted a deadly glare. The "tout ensemble" of his stare, voice, motions, and language “displayed a picture of idiocy & wretchedness, indescribable." 52 This account of derangement caused by starvation is remarkably similar to descriptions of windigos. Starvation led to insanity and descent into demonism. Nelson himself wrote of windigo symptomology, emphasizing the swings between depressive and frenzied states:

I look upon [the state of being a windigo] as a sort of mania, fever, a distemper of the brain. Their eyes (for I have seen people who are thus perplexed) are wild and
uncommonly clear — they seem as if they glistened. .... They are ... sullen, thoughtful, ... and perfectly mute: staring, in sudden convulsions, wild, incoherent and extravagant language.53

Nelson’s analogous descriptions of a starving voyageur and a windigo are echoed in another story that he recorded in his journal. In this case a voyageur suddenly became crazed, ran away from his crew, and exhibited supernatural abilities. On a return journey to Montreal, at the portage called the 'Mattawan' (along the Ottawa River), one of the voyageurs:

all of a sudden, & without any cause known fled into woods- the people went after him, & tried every argument of persuasion & menace. He would allow them to come so near as almost to touch him & immediately bound off like a deer into the woods. After long & fruitless trials they had to leave him.’ It was with great reluctance .... But as there were many other canoes coming behind they hoped that some one might pick him up. They tied a letter to a long pole giving an account of this Sad affair, recommended him to the mercy of God and the Saints, [and] pushed off. But what was their astonishment the next day, to see him walking leisurely about at one of the old encampments. - when he discovered them, he seemed quite wild, exhibiting every mark of uneasiness, alarm & dread. He sculked off to the woods: they followed, but to no purpose! In the afternoon they again saw him, in another place, & far distant. He exhibited the same alarm, - they endeavoured again, but to no avail. They immediately concluded of course there must be something Supernatural in this; for it was utterly impossible that any human being by his own mere exertions or powers could possibly travel such immense distances so rapidly, 'without aid'! They concluded 'it must be the evil Spirit who thus transported him.' They decided upon a plan, if ever they should see him again. ‘The next day they discovered
him in a bend of the river. They went a shore with the utmost caution, surrounded him; and as they went so stealthily, he did not observe them 'till they were upon him. He showed all the signs of horror & anxiety upon being seized; they secured & carried him on board. he looked quite wild & dejected, & his clothes were all in rags'!"54

This voyageur seemed to exhibit qualities of a windigo: loss of reason, fear of humans, and supernatural powers of transport.

Starvation cannibalism among fur trade and exploration parties occurred infrequently, but incidents were widely reported and assumed almost legendary status, as demonstrated by the famous and frequently told case of Sir John Franklin’s exploration of the Arctic. In 1819, setting out for the first time to map the Arctic and search for the elusive northwest passage, the expedition suffered terribly from cold, hunger, poor planning, and Franklin’s ineptitude. Eleven of the twenty men in the expedition died. At least two were murdered and eight or nine starved, and rumors of cannibalism plagued the crew. Franklin’s third and fatal expedition to the Arctic in 1845 added fuel to the rumors, when Inuit told rescuers that the crew had resorted to cannibalism in its final days.55

In 1817 Bourgeois Ross Cox recorded a story of starvation cannibalism in the interior plateau of the Rocky Mountains. While crossing a chain of rapids and whirlpools known as the Dalles, the canoes of Cox’s party were damaged. They decided to divide into two groups. One group, made up of the injured and ill, returned to Spokan House, while the other group of slightly more able men pushed on to Canoe River. The group sent back contained six voyageurs, and an English tailor named Holmes. Cox recorded in his journal that "on separating from their commrades, some of them appeared dejected and melancholy, and forboded that they would never see canada again. Their prophecy, alas! was but too true."56 Cox did not hear of the fate of
this unfortunate party until three years later. They lost their canoe and all their provisions in a
rapid of the Upper Dalles. They had no food, no blankets and had to force their way through the
brush, walking down the river. Their only refreshment was water and their progress was slow,
owing to their weakness, fatigue and ill health. On the third day the voyageur Maçon died, and
the survivors ate his remains. The tailor Holmes died next, and his body was eaten. Only two of
the seven men survived -- La Pierre and Dubois. La Pierre was found on the borders of the upper
lake of the Columbia by two Aboriginal men. He stated that after the death of the fifth man, he
and Dubois loaded themselves with as much of his flesh as they could carry. When they reached
the upper lake, they began searching for Aboriginal people. When they had eaten all the flesh, La
Pierre became suspicious of Dubois, and remained on his guard. While La Pierre feigned sleep,
he observed Dubois cautiously opening his knife. Dubois sprung on him, and wounded his hand
though he had aimed for the neck. A silent and desperate conflict followed. La Pierre succeeded
in wresting the knife from his antagonist, and was obliged in self-defense to slit Dubois’s throat.
A few days later he was discovered by Aboriginal people and rescued.57

Like Ross’s recounting of this tale of starvation cannibalism, Cox wrote of the story as if
it actually happened. Cox went even further, claiming he was tangentially involved. Bruce
White found the same pattern among “fear of pillaging” stories -- raconteurs told stories as if
they actually happened and often claimed a connection to the participants.58 These “truth tales”
helped to reinforce the authenticity of the teller, especially if the story was meant to convey a
warning or a lesson for the audience. Likewise, in Algonquian historical discourse, story-tellers
often assume a personal role in the tale as a means of affirming the evidence. The emphasis on
lessons in Algonquian stories is pervasive.59 The didactic nature of the above tales of starvation
cannibalism represents an overlap of Algonquian and European oral forms. An obvious lesson in
starvation cannibalism stories was to be wary of your crewmates. A more subtle message was that eating dead people could keep you alive. The most vital lesson in these stories is that voyageurs needed Aboriginal people to survive.

Most of the northwest stories about cannibalism involve violence and aggression. Although voyageurs participated in what some may consider to be ritualized cannibalism in the form of transubstantiation in Roman Catholic communion, they viewed cannibalism as evil and debased. Likewise, in Algonquian stories of windigos, cannibalism was despised, and windigos were portrayed as violent. Anti-social behavior was suspiciously regarded as a possible step towards cannibal aggression. In one of the stories told to the German traveler Kohl by a Lake Superior voyageur, an Aboriginal man who many believed to be a windigo was nicknamed “the little man of iron” because he was so tough. He lived as a hermit. A voyageur that knew him well said he hated groups of people (especially other Aboriginals), never smoked with others, did not eat often or much, remained unmarried, and wandered the forests, accepting no gifts, and seldom visiting his relatives. Yet, he was known far and wide, and greatly feared. He believed himself to be persecuted by others. The voyageur, who did not believe the man was a windigo, nonetheless told Kohl:

'One evening he appeared at our fire in a very savage condition, thin and pale, 'et la vue tout-à-fait égarée et la bouche ouverte. [looking completely frenzied with an open mouth]' He looked at our women preparing the supper. We offered him some food. 'No,' he said .... And then he opened his mouth again all so stupidly, and looked so wild. 'If thou wilt not eat, Missabikongs, then retire from here. No one wants to kill thee, but thou mayst be thinking of killing a fellow-man. Go away!' Very quietly he rose, and went out into the forest, where he disappeared. Since that time I never saw him again.'
In the other stories told to Kohl that I mentioned above, cannibal monsters more often attacked their families and friends, and themselves, before moving on to strangers.

Algonquian-speakers believed that killing windigos was crucially important because they would continue attacking humans unless restrained. Many windigos were murdered at their own request before they had hurt anyone because the windigos did not want to harm their families who were sure to be the first victims. In 1899 at Sturgeon Lake, a Cree named Moostoos begged his family to kill him because he thought he was turning into a windigo and did not want his children to be hurt. His family waited until Moostoos started to exhibit signs of infection, such as floating off the ground and developing super-human strength, before they granted his wish and murdered him. Killing a windigo was not easy and could involve great battles. Some stories celebrated the bravery of those who acted as bait in windigo traps. Often only medicine men could successfully rid a community of a windigo. Windigos were said to come back to life if their bodies had not been completely mutilated. Recall the story of the voyageur Le Riche at the beginning of the paper. When he thought that he had killed a female windigo who was raiding his fish nets, his Aboriginal wives told him that he must cut the body into small pieces or it would come back to life. Moostoos’s family cut off his head to ensure that he would not revive. In a Cree story told by elder Simeon Scott on the west coast of James Bay, recorded sometime between 1955 and 1965, medicine men were able to kill windigos by breaking their bones and setting them on fire, which melted the ice inside the windigos’ bodies. Among the Omushkegowak people, Louis Bird reported on one story about a family of windigos that were killing many people but seemed resistant to human retaliation. A council of elders met to discuss the problem, and appointed a special windigo exterminator. This man infiltrated the family of
windigos, discovered that their hearts had been removed from their bodies and were cached for safekeeping. He was able to kill the windigos by cutting up their hidden hearts.\textsuperscript{69}

Voyageur attitudes towards the supernatural had a variety of influences. Although Roman Catholicism shaped French Canadian cosmology and regulated habitant lives, the beliefs and practices of French Canadian voyageurs (who traveled far away from their parishes) fell outside the institutional regulation of the Church. Varieties of beliefs and practices thrived in Catholic cultures where the boundary between the sacred and the magical was ill-defined and fluid.\textsuperscript{70} Perhaps because voyageurs lived and worked in unfamiliar lands and among unfamiliar peoples, the supernatural came to occupy a central location in their new cultural space.

Voyageurs frequently reported that they saw ghosts. One voyageur named Laroque “got such a fright as to become entirely speechless and motionless for some time” when one night he saw “the apparition of an unknown person in the house.”\textsuperscript{71} One clerk named Graeme related that the previous winter he and a couple of his men had traveled by dog sled from Fort Isle à la Crosse to an Aboriginal camp about 20 miles distance in order to fetch furs and meat. On their return to the lake at night with a full moon, Graeme traveled ahead of his men by about a mile, and while he was waiting for them, he saw an all-white apparition of a coach, with two men seated on it, and two horses flying through the sky. The next season, Graeme himself and one of his men disappeared on that very river, and were believed drowned.\textsuperscript{72} Place names also reflected their beliefs. Voyageurs named one place “Plain-Chant” because they heard spirits singing simple melodies there.\textsuperscript{73} Bourgeois Angus Mackintosh noted that a very large opening in a rock on the north side of the French River was referred to as "the entrance to Hell" by his voyageurs.\textsuperscript{74}

Hardship and the supernatural were commonly associated in stories, such as miraculous apparitions of saints rescuing voyageurs from dangerous rapids, and superhuman strength
appearing to save voyageurs from dangerous animal attacks. After undergoing severe trials, men were thought to assume supernatural qualities. In another version of Ross Cox’s story about cannibalism near the Pacific coast, Alexander Ross emphasized the supernatural in the ending. He related that a group lost their boat, all of their provisions, guns and ammunition. After quarreling, they divided into two groups and went separate ways. The stronger of the groups reached safety at a post 300 miles distant, but only after “suffering every hardship that [a] human being could endure.” Of the other group of five, only one man survived by eating the bodies of his dead comrades. After two months of wandering, he reached the Okanagan, “more a ghost than a man.” This passing reference reveals a pattern of associating hardship and cannibalism with the supernatural.

The supernatural was further associated in stories of cannibal monsters through the idea that transformation into a monster enabled people to cross over into a mythical realm. In his studies of Algonquian-speakers, Richard Preston suggests that windigos were understood as mythic persons, and could not be judged by human standards. Windigos could live unprotected in a harsh physical environment, easily find food, withstand isolation and ostracism, and could not eat non-humans. Jennifer S. H. Brown and Robert Brightman caution that in northern Algonquian thought, mythic beings are not confined to another or ancient world. Mythic beings could interact with humans in dreams, visions, and divination rituals (such as shaking tent ceremonies), and participated in the social and mental life of humans.

Humans could communicate with mythic beings in dreams, and they also referred to mythic beings as “Dreamed.” Humans often induced dreams through fasting in order to encourage communication with their guardian spirit. Usually mythic beings entered a human’s dream to protect and guide the dreamer but it was possible for a windigo to hunt through dreams.
George Nelson reported a case where the “North Wind” urged a human faster to eat from platters filled with tempting foods. Through the intervention of another spirit, the faster realized the platters contained human meat, and narrowly escaped becoming a windigo.79

Passing back and forth between the material world and the mythic world entailed metamorphosis. The theme of transformation, from human to cannibal monster, reflected a central condition of voyageurs’ lives. Voyageurs were in constant motion, travelling great distances from the St. Lawrence valley, to the farthest reaches of the pays d’en haut. They passed through dramatically different geographic areas, from parkland to the Laurentian Shield, the prairies, the subarctic, and even to the tundra. They traveled on large lakes, fast-running rivers, and low-water streams, filled with long and frequently dangerous portages. They encountered diverse peoples, including Iroquoians, Algonquians, Athapaskans, Siouans, Salishans, Kutenais, Wakashans, and Inuits.80 As voyageurs traveled from their homes in French Canada to the Aboriginal interior, they underwent continuous transformations in identity and cultural association.81 Liminality, or borders and passages, came to characterize their entire cultural space.82 Transformation into a cannibal monster may have expressed the anxiety voyageurs felt as they entered new worlds, where the ground was always shifting and rules were always changing. The journey into the realm of the mythic could have been seen as the ultimate journey for these travelers.

Some voyageurs made a dramatic cultural transition by remaining in the pays d’en haut. They married Aboriginal women and joined Aboriginal communities, learning the language and embracing the new culture. Others formed new social spaces for themselves and created independent “freeman” communities with their Aboriginal wives, which blended Aboriginal and French Canadian ways.83 Stories about cannibal monsters reflected the idea of metamorphosis
within voyageur thought, but clearly voyageurs who joined Aboriginal communities envisioned their metamorphosis as positive.

***

Stories of people becoming monsters are common all over the world. Yet the telling of monster stories can reveal a great deal about cosmology and cultural beliefs. In eighteenth-century French Canada, the loup-garou was a person who turned into a wolf-like beast at night during the full moon, and preyed on other people. Algonquian-speakers told stories about people becoming windigos and turning against their fellows. These common motifs in French Canadian and Algonquian stories converged in voyageur oral tradition. Voyageurs told each other stories about starvation, insanity, cannibalism, and turning into cannibal monsters. These stories reflected the widespread privation in voyageurs’ jobs; the fear of starvation and starvation cannibalism; the occurrence of mental illness; a fascination with the supernatural; blurred boundaries between animals and humans; dreaming; and finally the process of metamorphosis. Each of these themes exhibits aspects of voyageurs’ lives. Their oral tradition reflected their working experiences, such as wonder at new worlds, fear of hardships and the unknown, and their constant passage through numerous geographic and social spaces. Werewolves and windigos were sometimes conflated in the historic record. Elements of both appear in stories of cannibal monsters. Clearly, Cree and Ojibwe thought influenced voyageurs. This conflation also represents a mechanism for métissage that could occur outside of cross-cultural marriage and miscegenation.

The stories implicitly instructed voyageurs to cultivate relationships with Aboriginal people as a means of survival. In the first story, Le Riche’s Aboriginal wives taught him how to protect himself from “une femme windigo” by dismembering her dead body. In the Grand Rapid
tale, the fur trade workers who do not desert – presumable to join Aboriginal neighbors – starved and became monstrous. The Lake Superior hermit windigo was unmarried, and in the Ross Cox Rocky Mountain narrative, the last man standing was rescued by Aboriginal people. The importance of Aboriginal people is a recurring theme.

Although tales of cannibal monsters were frequently coupled with stories of privation, they were not restricted to starvation conditions, and could appear at any time. Concern over food and safety was never far from voyageurs’ thoughts, even when they were fed and secure. Windigos could be both men and women, and attacked men and women of all ages. Both Algonquian-speakers and French Canadians could turn into cannibal monsters and be attacked by them. The universality of the stories reflects cross-gender and cross-cultural concerns over shortages of food, fear of evil spirits, and the occurrence of mental illness. There was no fixed meaning in these stories. Rather, to borrow the words of Julie Cruikshank, for the speakers and listeners, the narratives provided “a framework for experiencing the material world,” and for scholars, they reflect “larger historical and social processes.”

Both European and Aboriginal stories were not fixed things. They mutated in ways that were fluid, dynamic, and dependant on cross-cultural interaction and exchange. The entangled motifs of windigos and werewolves is reminiscent of many instances of cross-cultural exchange. In his work on material objects in the southwestern Pacific, Nicholas Thomas observes that “objects are not what they were made to be but what they have become.” Although werewolves and windigos constituted different social phenomenon, they blurred in the northwest as they became a site of cultural conjunction, and they lead to the emergence of a new cultural form of métissage. Recall one of Kohl’s stories -- a man was said to wander the forest like a hungry wolf, preying on humans. Werewolf or windigo?
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